Understanding the stability and reactivity of iron sulfide phases is key to developing predictive capabilities for assessing their corrosion and catalytic activity. The differences between the free surface and the bulk interior of such phases are of particular importance in this context. Here, we employ density functional theory to investigate the formation energetics and electronic structure of intrinsic Fe and S vacancies in bulk pyrite (FeS 2 ) and on the pyrite (100) surface. The formation energies of intrinsic bulk vacancies of all charge states are found to be high, ranging from 1.7 to 3.7 eV. While the formation energies of surface vacancies are lower, varying from 1.4 to 2.1 eV for S vacancies and from 0.3 to 1.7 eV for Fe vacancies, they are too large to result in significant sub-stoichiometry in bulk pyrite at moderate temperatures. On the basis of charged defect formation energies and defect equilibria calculations, intrinsic charge carriers are expected to outnumber point defects by several orders of magnitude, and therefore, pure pyrite is not expected to demonstrate p-type or n-type conductivity. The presence of surface states is observed to cause a reduction in the band gap at the (100) surface, which was captured computationally and experimentally using tunneling spectroscopy measurements in this work. The vacancy-induced defect states behave as acceptor-like or donor-like defect states within the bulk band gap. The findings on the stoichiometry and the electronic structure of active sites on the (100) surface have important implications for the reactivity of pyrite.
Introduction
Iron sulfides are a diverse group of compounds of varying stoichiometries, abundant in the Earth's crust. They are known to play an important role in the biogeochemical sulfur cycle and anoxic high-temperature corrosion processes encountered in the petrochemical industry [1] . Recently, iron disulfide, pyrite (FeS 2 ) has been in the spotlight for potential photovoltaic [2] , battery cathode [3] and thermoelectric [4] applications. Despite this wide-ranging interest, important questions about the mechanism of pyrite oxidation and transport properties in defective pyrite (with intrinsic defects or with impurities) have not been answered fully. An aim of the present study is to contribute to the understanding of the reactivity of FeS x phases in extreme environments that characterize corrosion processes [1, 5] .
Ab initio atomistic modeling techniques, validated by suitable experiments, can advance our theoretical understanding of these processes at the electronic and atomic level. However, well-established techniques like density functional theory (DFT) face major challenges in accurately representing the electronic and crystal structure of the different iron sulfide phases. This drawback is chiefly attributed to non-local functionals like the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), which do not reproduce the localized nature of the Fe 3d states [6] . Since GGA causes an unphysical delocalization of these electrons, it leads to significant errors in the calculated electronic properties of the material, i.e., underestimation of the band gap. This error is demonstrated in ab initio studies with GGA that predict that pyrite is a gap-less conductor [7] , while it has been experimentally observed to have a band gap in the range of 0.85-0.95 eV using different experimental techniques such as photoconductivity [8] , optical absorption [9] and x-ray absorption spectroscopy [10] measurements. Hybrid functionals such as the Becke, 3-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr functional (B3LYP), which contain fractional non-local or Hartree-Fock exchange are good at reproducing the experimentally observed band gap in many classes of materials, but overestimate FeS 2 band gaps by as much as 100% [11] . Furthermore, hybrid functionals are computationally expensive and are not viable for performing large-scale calculations in a practical time frame. In this work, we parameterize and incorporate Hubbard U corrections to DFT (the DFT+U method), which considers on-site Coulomb interactions to model intra-atomic electronic correlations. This method has been used successfully to predict the correct electronic ground states of several transition metal oxides for which the non-hybrid DFT-GGA has failed [12, 13] . The DFT + U method has also been applied to a narrow range of 3d transition metal sulfides to reproduce their crystal and electronic structure [6, 14] . Prior work has demonstrated that a single correction parameter (i.e., a single value of U) can describe the electronic structure of a transition metal in different oxidation states [15] . This makes the DFT + U method ideally suited to model the behavior of transition metal compounds in the context of corrosion, where the oxidation state of the metal ion may change due to the environmental conditions and phase transformations.
Real sour corrosion films are multiphase systems and to be able to model reactions in such systems, methods must be developed that can best describe the physical properties of multiple iron sulfide phases, which are of relevance to corrosion, simultaneously within the same simulation cell. This capability is required to study complex processes like phase transformations and the role of phase boundaries which are important to consider in the context of corrosion. In this article we parameterize the DFT+U method, through the U − J parameter, to best represent multiple iron sulfide phases. In this respect, we chose troilite (FeS), MnP-type FeS and pyrite (FeS 2 ) as model phases for U − J parameterization because they are the most commonly encountered phases in iron sulfide corrosion systems and they are the phases with which we expect to do most of our calculations in the future. Further, we chose to use unit cell volume, bulk modulus and band gap as the properties for U − J optimization as representations of the structural, mechanical and electronic properties of the phases. These properties determine important parameters, for example defect concentrations, fracture strength, ease of surface charge transfer, which govern the corrosion reactivity of surface films. While the parameterized U − J value may not model any one property of any one phase with complete accuracy, our objective is to identify one that is the best compromise at representing all the three phases and all the three properties as accurately as possible. It will be seen in the results section that this approach actually enabled us to characterize the selected iron sulfide phases with very good accuracy.
Having parameterized the DFT+U model for three major FeS x phases, we then calculate defect formation energies and identify the defect states of iron and sulfur vacancies in pyrite. This serves two purposes; (i) validation of the DFT+U model using properties that were not used in the parameterization of the DFT + U method, and (ii) to identify the impact of point defects on the electronic structure of pyrite. Pyrite was chosen for this investigation because there is abundant prior and emerging literature, both experimental and computational, on the electronic and defect structure of this phase, primarily due to interest in photovoltaic applications.
A key aim of the present study is to contribute to the understanding of iron sulfide passive films that form under anoxic, corrosive conditions where H 2 S is present. The corrosion of steels in such environments is governed to a large extent by defect-mediated processes in the passive film such as surface reactions and ionic diffusion [16] . The initial growth of the passive Fe-S layer is controlled by adsorption, dissociation and diffusion of reactant (H 2 S) molecules and charge transfer at the film-electrolyte interface; these unit processes have been shown to occur favorably at surface defects on pyrite [5, 17, 18] . A detailed characterization of surface electronic structure can serve as the primary input to catalytic models, such as the Fermi level DOS theory [19] or the d-band center theory [20] , to qualitatively assess the reactivity of different iron sulfide phases in corrosive environments. Further corrosion of the underlying metal can be limited by bulk, vacancy-mediated diffusion in iron sulfide [21] . Finally, the breakdown or degradation of passivating Fe-S layers, for example through crack nucleation and propagation, can also be linked to intrinsic vacancies in thin films [22] . The quantification of bulk and surface defect formation energies and their associated electronic states is intended to instruct multi-scale models of Fe-S growth and degradation which are the focus of the authors' ongoing work. However, to our knowledge this correlation between point defect structure and electronic properties of pyrite has not been interrogated in detail. Here, we computationally analyze the effect of these defect states on the electronic structure of both the bulk and the surface of pyrite, and validate the predicted surface electronic structure via surface-sensitive electronic band gap measurements.
Methodology

Quantification of electronic correlation corrections (DFT+U method)
We adopt the DFT + U method developed by Dudarev et al, where the strength of the on-site Coulomb correction is given by the difference between the Coulomb (U) and exchange terms (J) [23] . Since the correction depends only on the value of U − J in this scheme, the value of J was fixed to be 0 eV and optimization was done only on the U parameter. The optimization of the U parameter was performed on three FeS x phases of relevance to anoxic corrosion, troilite, MnP-type FeS and pyrite (crystal structures are depicted in figure 1 ). To our knowledge, this is the first study to attempt concurrent Hubbard U parameterization for multiple iron sulfide phases 4 . This is important because the ultimate aim of the current study is to analyze and quantify the corrosion behavior of different iron sulfide phases. This entails comparison between the calculated corrosion-related properties of different iron sulfide phases. A meaningful comparison of calculated properties across different phases can be made only if DFT calculations are performed using identical simulation parameters such as energy cutoffs and U − J values for all phases.
Catalytic and corrosion activity is controlled by an interplay between the material's electronic structure, transport and mechanical properties, which are represented in this study using the band gap, the unit cell volume and the bulk modulus of each phase, respectively. To optimize the U parameter, the calculated values of the three physical properties of each phase at different values of U − J are compared to the experimentally determined value. The optimum value of the U parameter is one which minimizes the difference between the calculated and the experimental property values for all the phases.
Intrinsic vacancy formation energies in FeS 2
The formation energy of a defect of charge q in pyrite is given by
where E(defect | q) is the energy of the supercell with the defect, N Fe is the number of Fe atoms, N S is the number of S atoms in the defective supercell, VBM is the valence band maximum, and ε F is the Fermi level calculated from VBM. The value of VBM is calculated using the method reported by Matsunaga et al [24] .
The dependence of defect formation energy on environmental conditions is introduced through the terms µ S and ε F . The first term, µ S , quantifies the amount of sulfur in the environment, while the latter term, ε F , encompasses the effects of internal conditions like strain state, impurity and defect concentration into a single measurable electronic structure parameter. If we assume that the pyrite crystal However, the value of the chemical potentials of either element cannot be indefinitely low. Its lower limit is determined by the following relation:
where H f (FeS 2 ) is the formation enthalpy of pyrite. The calculated value is less than the experimental formation enthalpy of −178 kJ mol −1 . This discrepancy is a well-known shortcoming of GGA functional which tend to underbind atoms. This constrains the physically valid limit for the chemical potential of sulfur in the crystal in the range:
Computational details
All DFT calculations [25] were carried out with projector augmented wave method [26] using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [27, 28] using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) form of the GGA functional [29] with spin polarization turned on. All crystal structures in this article were generated using the VESTA visualization program [30] .
The U − J parameterization calculations were done with a plane wave cutoff energy of 350 eV. Total energies were converged to within 10 −5 eV in each self-consistency cycle. The forces on ions were converged to within 0.01 eVÅ −1 . Convergence tests were done with respect to the energy cutoff, reciprocal space k-point density (using Monkhorst-Pack grids [31] ) for all calculations involving bulk phases.
Reference energies and bulk modulus were calculated on pyrite (4 formula units per supercell) with a 7 × 7 × 7 k-point grid, troilite (12 formula units per supercell) with a 8 × 8 × 6 k-point grid and MnP-type FeS (4 formula units per supercell) with a 11 × 11 × 11 k-point grid. Reference energies and ion positions were calculated by relaxing the supercell shape, volume and ionic positions. All three phases were initialized at their magnetic ground states as reported in literature. Pyrite is non-magnetic, while troilite and MnP-type FeS are both anti-ferromagnetic with ±4µ B on each Fe ion. Calculations relating to defect formation in bulk pyrite were done on 2×2×2 pyrite supercells containing 32 formula units each. Reference energies of defect-free and defective crystals of pyrite were calculated by sampling the reciprocal space using a 4 × 4 × 4 Monkhorst-Pack grid. Calculations of defect formation on the pyrite (100) surface were done on 2 × 2 × 2 unit cell slabs separated by 10Å of vacuum. The thickness of the slab and the amount of vacuum was chosen such that the surface energy of the (100) surface was converged to within 0.03 J m −2 . Further, comparison to calculations on 2 × 2 × 5 unit cell slab indicate that surface vacancy formation energies are also converged to within 0.01 eV per defect for both Fe and S vacancies. In all slab calculations, the top 2 surface S-Fe-S layers are allowed to relax while the other layers are fixed at their bulk positions. The reciprocal space was sampled with a 4 × 4 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid. Total energy and ion-force convergence criteria for both types of calculations remain same as described previously.
Experimental details
Single crystal pyrite samples were made by chemical vapor transport in the presence of Br as a transport agent. Powders were obtained from Alfa Aesar (Haverhill, Massachusetts). Fe powder of 99.999% purity was mixed with 99.995% pure S powder in a 1:2 stoichiometric ratio and sealed under vacuum in a 20 long cm quartz tube with about 0.2 g of 98% anhydrous FeBr 3 . The elements were pre-reacted at 600 • C for two days until they formed polycrystalline pyrite aggregates, removed and re-sealed in another similar quartz tube. The polycrystalline pyrite was subsequently placed at the hot end of a temperature gradient from 700 to 550 • C in a two-zone furnace and left for >10 days. The resulting single crystals were either cuboidal or octahedral in shape with linear dimensions on the order of 5 mm, comparable to crystals synthesized by other authors using a similar technique [32, 33] . Growth faces were identified to be either (100) or (111) by electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) in a Zeiss Supra-55 scanning electron microscope. The phase purity and the bulk band gap of the crystals were confirmed with Raman spectroscopy and photo-absorption measurements (figure S2 available at stacks.iop.org/JPhysCM/25/045004/mmedia).
For identifying the surface electronic structure, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) was performed using an Omicron VT-AFM system (Omicron Nanotechnology, GmbH, Germany) under ultra high vacuum (UHV). Immediately prior to STS, the sample was degreased in acetone and cleaned in methanol. No further in situ cleaning procedures were used in addition to this. Under a stable imaging current, point tunneling spectra were obtained at various locations on the sample growth face by temporarily removing the feedback current and ramping the Pt/Ir tip bias between −2.5 and 2.5 V.
Results and discussion
Identification of the optimal U − J value
To identify the optimum U parameter, the physical properties discussed above (section 2.1) were calculated for U values from 0 eV (pure GGA) to U = 3.5 eV in steps of 0.25 eV. As figure 2 demonstrates, this variation of U results in a dramatic change in certain properties as the troilite pyrite band gap, while other properties as the pyrite cell volume and MnP-type FeS band gap remain almost unchanged. This is consistent with the fact that non-hybrid and uncorrected DFT calculations on pyrite have shown good agreement with experiments for structural parameters, but not for electronic parameters [7] . Because the MnP-type FeS band gap (that is 0 eV) is insensitive to the U − J values explored, we disregard this property during our calculation of the optimum U − J parameter. The calculation of bulk elastic modulus for MnP-type FeS is particularly problematic for ab initio methods, and the two previous attempts to calculate the bulk modulus using DFT resulted in values of 76.8 GPa [34] and 73.1 GPa [35] , both very different from the experimentally determined values of 44 GPa [36] and 35 GPa [37] . We suspect that temperature-dependent magnetic spin transitions [38] , which are not reproduced with DFT calculations at 0 K contribute to discrepancies between experiments and DFT calculations on this property. Additionally, Ono et al [35] suggested that the experimental value may be in error due to the particular difficulty in calculating the bulk modulus of a phase with a very narrow stability field (3 to 7 GPa).
The troilite crystal structure is not stable at U − J values exceeding 2 eV. At higher values, the crystal structure reverts back into the more symmetric NiAs crystal structure on which the troilite crystal structure is based. While it is possible to constrain the crystal to remain in the troilite crystal structure, such calculations will not be compatible with calculations done on other phases. Therefore, data points for U > 2 eV are excluded from figure 2. Experimentally, it is known that the compressibility of troilite increases with pressure [37] . Therefore, its bulk modulus increases with increasing unit cell volume or equivalently, the U −J parameter. This trend is only followed in the region U − J ≤ 2 eV for which data points are presented.
The errors in the calculated properties (as a percentage of the experimentally determined value) were weighted equally and summed up, and the optimum U parameter is chosen as the one that yields the minimum average error. The net total of errors from these properties for all three phases is minimized when U − J = 1.6 eV ( figure 3 ). This is the Hubbard correlation correction that best describes the FeS x phases considered here. The average error at U − J = 1.6 eV is comprised chiefly of error in the bulk modulus of MnP-type FeS (12.5% out of 16.5%). The average error in the remaining properties is less than 4%. This value for the U − J parameter for FeS x phases also agrees with previously determined values for Fe x Mn 1−x S 2 (U = 3 eV, J = 1 eV) [39] and troilite and NiAs-type FeS phases (U − J = 1 eV) [6] . 
Surface energy of pyrite (100)
To our knowledge, there are no experimentally reported values for the surface energy of the pyrite (100) face. As figure 4 shows, the calculated surface energy of pyrite (100) remains unchanged at around 1.03 Jm −2 for all U −J values between 0 and 1.5 eV. The surface energy drops noticeably for further increases in the U − J parameter. At the optimal value of U − J = 1.6 eV, the pyrite (100) surface energy is 1.00 Jm −2 , which compares well with previously reported theoretical values of 1.04 and 1.06 Jm −2 [14, 40] . While both prior studies used the PBE functional, only the former has made use of the DFT + U correction with a U − J value of 2 eV.
Neutral and charged defects in bulk pyrite
The intrinsic point defects that were investigated in this study include both Fe and S vacancies of different charge states, including neutral, singly charged and doubly charged states. In the Kröger-Vink notation, they are denoted as V for intrinsic interstitial defects in pyrite [41] , and hence they were not included in the present study. As shown in figure 5(a) , the formation energies of intrinsic vacancies are too large to induce a large off-stoichiometry at equilibrium, as also indicated computationally in [41, 42] . Charge carriers in a semiconductor can be produced either in pairs by excitation of electrons across the band gap, or singly as a co-product during the formation of a charged vacancy. In pyrite, the formation energies of charged vacancies are larger than 1.7 eV ( figure 5(a) ), while the band gap is only 0.95 eV. Therefore, the number of charge carriers (electrons or holes) created during the formation of charged vacancies is expected to be much smaller than the number of charge carriers created by excitation across the smaller band gap. Hence, a pure pyrite crystal (with no extrinsic defects) is expected to be an intrinsic conductor and does not display any p-type or n-type conductivity. Among the intrinsic vacancies, the neutral vacancies V × Fe and V × S are the most stable defects for much of the ε F − µ S space in bulk pyrite ( figure 5(b) ). This is not the case with point defects in materials with a much larger band gap than that of FeS 2 , such as Al 2 O 3 (E g = 8.7 eV), for which the highest possible charge state for the given vacancy is the most stable charge state for a wide range of ε F [24] .
Note that the Fermi level, ε F , is not an independent variable. Instead, the value of the Fermi level adjusts itself to ensure that the defective crystal is charge neutral. Using the formation energies reported for the entire range of µ S and ε F for pyrite here, the relative concentration of the different vacancies was calculated while maintaining self-consistency of the Fermi level, after Sun et al [41] , to obtain the Brouwer diagram shown in figure 6 . In our calculations, the Fermi level ε F was found constant at 0.46 eV above the VBM for all allowed values of µ S .
Despite the large formation energies, neutral vacancies are the most abundant point defects of any charge state. Therefore we use these neutral vacancy formation energies to calculate the Schottky defect formation energies. The Schottky defect formation energy compares well with experimental-analytical models which were used to calculate the vacancy formation energy, as shown in table 1. We also note that the Schottky defect formation energy of 7.66 eV corresponds to the creation of 2 S vacancies and 1 Fe vacancy, none of which interact with each other. The energy penalty for the formation of a cluster of three neighboring and interacting Fe and S vacancies is found to be lower at 5.07 eV per Schottky defect cluster. This value is more in line with the value predicted by [44] , while the non-interacting Schottky defect formation energy is more consistent with the value predicted by [43] . To calculate the vacancy formation energies, Fiechter [43] has used the macroscopic cavity method proposed by Van Vechten [45] . Ellmer et al [44] also have used the general principle outlined by Van Vechten, but have improved the empirical inputs to the macroscopic cavity model to obtain a Schottky defect formation energy of 5.5 eV. These values vary significantly from the value of 0.3 eV per Schottky defect reported by Birkholz et al [46] . The large Schottky defect formation energies reported in this work as well as in [43, 44] , along with the large formation energies for each defect, explain the very small sulfur sub-stoichiometry observed in synthetically prepared pyrite samples [44] .
Electronic structure of point defects in bulk pyrite
The electronic properties of pyrite may be strongly influenced by the presence of native defects via a self-doping effect even if present at ppm-concentrations. The location of the defect states due to both the Fe and S neutral vacancies is shown in figure 7 . The defect levels produced by the Fe vacancy in the electronic structure are acceptor-like states in the band gap, created due to the breakage of the Fe-S bond in pyrite. In contrast, a sulfur vacancy creates two distinct defect levels in the band gap. These defect states result from the breakage of two distinct types of bonds: the Fe-S bond, and the S-S dimer bond. If enough of either defect is created, they can cause a change in the position of the Fermi level from near the center of the band gap towards one of the band edges. The Fermi level can also be changed due to the presence of charged defects, some of whose density of states (DOS) does not differ significantly from that of neutral defects except for the location of the Fermi level (see figure 8 ). This variation of the Fermi level (i.e., state occupancy) can be used as a basis to understand the reactivity of the pyrite crystal using well-established theoretical models like the d-band center theory [20] .
Electronic structure of the pyrite (100) surface
Because the pyrite (100) is the surface with the lowest surface energy and is therefore the surface most frequently formed during crystal growth or cleavage, it has been the subject of prior studies related to catalysis [5, 47, 48] . As has been found in previous studies [49] , the atoms on the (100) surface do not relax appreciably from their bulk-terminated positions. The electronic structure of the (100) surface is expected to be noticeably different from that of bulk pyrite. Experimental reports that probe the surface band gap on pyrite are scarce, however, they indicate a smaller band gap than 0.95 eV observed in the bulk [50, 51] . Previous first-principles calculations with DFT-GGA without a U-correction have shown a surface band gap of 0.16 eV (the corresponding bulk band gap was calculated to be 0.65 eV) [49] and 0.4 eV (versus 0.87 eV in the bulk) [52] . Recent DFT + U calculations with U = 2 eV have shown that the direct band gap of the high-spin (100) surface is 0.72 eV [53] . We also observe such a band gap reduction at the surface using the Hubbard U-corrected DFT model. Using our model, the band gap observed at the surface is 0.55 eV, smaller than our computationally obtained bulk band gap of 0.86 eV. We have validated this theoretically obtained reduction in the band gap on the surface by conducting tunneling spectroscopy measurements on the (100) surface of a synthetically grown sample of pyrite as described in section 2.4. Our experimentally measured band gap on the surface is 0.34±0.12 eV, as shown on the tunneling spectroscopy plot in figure 9. Both our computational and experimental results consistently demonstrate a significant reduction of the band gap on the (100) surface compared to the pyrite bulk. On the other hand, there are quantitative differences between the measured and computed values of the surface band gap (0.34 eV versus 0.55 eV, respectively). One possible explanation for this discrepancy may be the fact that it is very challenging to obtain adsorbate-and defect-free pristine pyrite surfaces in experiments. Indeed, for the surface band gap estimate, we modeled the perfect pyrite surfaces without any adsorbed atoms or surface vacancies. As we show from our DFT calculations below, the presence of defects introduces defect states in the surface band gap, and this would lead to an apparent reduction in the observed band gap in the tunneling spectroscopy measurements. Alternatively, the pyrite (100) surface has also been shown to have unit cell-high steps on the surface [51] . These surface steps can lead to a lower surface band gap due to the introduction of defect states at the step edges. Computational uncertainties also contribute to the differences between the experimental and theoretically obtained surface band gap. The U parameter used in calculating the surface band gap was benchmarked only using the bulk properties and did not take into account the surface terminations. We wish only to highlight the substantial reduction in the band gap at the surface (versus the bulk band gap) and the experimental work is presented to demonstrate that such a reduction is realistic and of the right order. According to the ligand field model developed by Bronold et al [54] , the reduction in the band gap is due to formation of surface states within the bulk band gap that are a result of disturbing the octahedral symmetry around the Fe atom in bulk pyrite. While their model predicts the existence of two discrete surface states inside the bulk band gap, the surface states in the present study are found at the edges of (and remain part of) the valence and the conduction band for all investigated values of the U parameter (figure S1 available at stacks.iop.org/JPhysCM/25/045004/mmedia). This observation of a surface DOS with no discrete surface states ( figure 9(b) ) inside the band gap is consistent with previous ab initio studies on the (100) surface [14] . This band gap reduction is of interest to corrosion and catalysis studies chiefly because the smaller band gap can aid in electron excitation to the conduction band and its subsequent transfer to an adsorbed reactant on the surface.
Neutral defects on the pyrite (100) surface
The predominance of neutral charge state defects in bulk pyrite provides a motivation for investigating neutral defects on the (100) surface. Another reason for limiting the study to neutral defects is the desire to avoid less accurate DFT calculations involving systems with charged surfaces. The formation energies of both the neutral Fe and S vacancies on the (100) surface are considerably less than in bulk pyrite, as shown in table 2. The lower vacancy formation energy at the surface indicates that the concentration of defects and the corresponding off-stoichiometry at the surface are expected to be higher than in the bulk. However, even these reduced defect formation energies cannot account for the large sulfur sub-stoichiometries observed in previous work [55] . We note that the vacancy formation energies found on pyrite (100) in this work are considerably higher than those reported recently by Zhang et al [53] . We think the discrepancy arises because of the different initial spin states of pyrite (100) slab in the two studies. Our relaxed (100) surface is low-spin, in agreement with experiments that report non-magnetism in pyrite nanocrystals [9] , and contrary to the net magnetic moment of 4 µ B on surface Fe ions in [53] . While the exact value of the sulfur vacancy formation energy needs to be determined with specific surface-sensitive experiments (which is part of our ongoing work), results from both our and Zhang et al's work indicate the relatively easier formation of sulfur vacancies on the pyrite surface. The relatively lower formation energy of Fe vacancies (compared to that of S vacancies) on the surface has been previously reconciled with often-reported sulfur deficiency by demonstrating that most of the experimental observations were conducted on samples prepared in environments that were iron-rich [41] . In our calculations, we found that, in the upper limit of µ Fe , the formation energy of a Fe vacancy was 1.67 eV, which is slightly higher than the calculated formation energy of a S vacancy (1.42 eV) under the same conditions. This difference in formation energies may explain, in part, the often observed S-deficiency rather than Fe-deficiency. Alternatively, naturally observed sulfur deficiency in pyrite may be due to the presence of small amounts of sulfur deficient iron sulfide phases such as pyrrhotites [56] . Substitutional defects, such as oxygen, on sulfur sites in pyrite have previously been shown to have smaller formation energies than native sulfur vacancies [41] . If such substitutional defects have sufficiently low formation free energies under driving chemical potential conditions, they may also contribute to an apparent sulfur deficiency. The vacancy-induced defect states on the (100) surface of pyrite, shown in figure 10 , are similar to those observed in the bulk. However, the twin-defect-state structure observed in figure 7(b) due to the sulfur mono-vacancies in the bulk is replaced by a single defect state on the surface. The single defect state that was observed for a Fe vacancy in bulk FeS 2 splits and broadens into multiple states in the surface band gap and results in the formation of a pseudo-metallic surface. This is because the Fe atom 'exposed at the surface' is actually located lower than a layer of surface S atoms and the removal of such a subsurface Fe atom results in large relaxations of the neighboring atoms. The root-mean-squared displacement of atoms during such a relaxation is nearly three times as much as the displacements due to removal of a surface S atom. These large relaxations result in a less localized defect state for the Fe vacancy compared to that for the S vacancy.
Summary
Experimental data from three iron sulfide phases-pyrite, troilite and MnP-type FeS-was used to optimize the Hubbard U parameter such that the DFT + U model simultaneously describes all three phases accurately. We used this model to calculate the formation energies and concentrations of intrinsic charged vacancies in the bulk and surface of pyrite, and their effect on the crystal's electronic structure. The formation energy for all bulk vacancies was found to be too high to induce any off-stoichiometry in bulk pyrite, and the concentration of intrinsic charge carriers was estimated to be several orders of magnitude greater than the concentration of bulk charged and uncharged vacancies. While the calculated vacancy formation energies at the (100) surface are lower than those in the bulk, no significant deviation from the ideal stoichiometry is predicted at ambient temperatures. Intrinsic bulk vacancies induce the formation of defect states in the band gap, where anion vacancies form donor-like defect states while cation vacancy states are more acceptor-like. A reduction in symmetry at the (100) surface caused the formation of surface states connected to the edges of the valence and conduction bands. The presence of these surface states is responsible for the marked reduction in the band gap of the pyrite from 0.86 eV in the bulk to 0.55 eV on the (100) surface. The reduction of the surface band gap is validated by our tunneling spectroscopy measurements on a synthetic pyrite single crystal. The reduction of the band gap at the pyrite surface and the presence of defect states in the gap have important implications for electronic processes such as charge transfer reactions at the surface as in catalysis and corrosion. An extended study on the influence of defect states on such reactions is currently being pursued by the authors as part of an ongoing study of iron sulfide corrosion films.
